Spiking Neural P Systems With Polarizations.
Spiking neural P (SN P) systems are a class of parallel computation models inspired by neurons, where the firing condition of a neuron is described by a regular expression associated with spiking rules. However, it is NP-complete to decide whether the number of spikes is in the length set of the language associated with the regular expression. In this paper, in order to avoid using regular expressions, two major and rather natural modifications in their form and functioning are proposed: the spiking rules no longer check the number of spikes in a neuron, but, in exchange, a polarization is associated with neurons and rules, one of the three electrical charges -, 0,+. Surprisingly enough, the computing devices obtained are still computationally complete, which are able to compute all Turing computable sets of natural numbers. On this basis, the number of neurons in a universal SN P system with polarizations is estimated. Several research directions are mentioned at the end of this paper.